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1 Status-LED (CPU-module) 
2 Service interface for configuration (PC) 
3 Relay modules 
4 Power-LED (power supply module) 
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3 Brief description: 
Continuous controllers from the series 9 can be complemented with subsequently arranged switching steps 
by the modular step controller 991tz86e. Actuation is performed using the continuous control signal. The 
configuration of all parameters (setpoint distance, hysteresis, switch-on delay etc.) is done in the CPU-
module of the modular step controller by the KFM-PC- software PKS. The modular step controller consists of 
one CPU- and power supply module each as well as one ore more relay modules with 5 relays each, 
depending on the number of required switching steps. The step controller can be complemented with 4 relay 
modules to a maximum of 20 relays. All relays are potential free change over contacts. 
 
In the factory setting, depending on the number of relay modules, the switching points of the steps are 
evenly distributed throughout the entire control range, however they may be changed as desired. An 
installed switch-on delay prevents simultaneous switch on of all steps and thus load jumps in the supply 
mains. It is set jointly for all steps. 

Relays which are not needed may be switched off by setting the switch point >100%. The first step may be 
configured as a cyclic switching output if desired. In parallel, depending on the version, there is a cyclic 
switching output available for driving a semi conductor switch. This causes an adaption of the power jumps 
between two steps and thus an almost infinitely variable behaviour. 

Version for automatic change-over of the steps 
Every change in the output steps causes an automatic change-over of the active steps by activating the next 
higher output step for power increase and deactivating the lowest output step for power decrease. This 
forces an approximately even use of all steps including the connected load. 

Type summary: 
991tz86(e.) CPU- module (with standard signal 0(4)...20mA, 0(2)...10V measuring input) 
991tz870 Relay module with 5 relays 
991tz850 Power supply module 100-250 VAC 
991tz858 Power supply module 24 V AC/ DC 

Device versions: 
..L Switching output 0/24V max. 40 mA 
...z Automatic change-over of the steps 
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Modular
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Signal lines (0..20/4..20mA/ 0..10/2..10V)

Configuration(PC) with WinPKS
(optionally, device factory-preadjusted)

Wiring example:
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Error messages:  The status LED of the resp. module signalises the operating state: 

CPU- module: 

green permanent*: Normal operation  

green flashing*:  Only with configuration 4..20mA/ 2..10V: 
  Measurement line error analogue input 

red permanent:  The detected module is unsuitable 
  -> Check the type name of the module, (see type summary) 

red flashing:  Communication error between one or more other modules 
  -> Check proper position of the connections beetwen the individual modules 

Relay module: 

green permanent*:  Relay actuated, switched on or switched off depending on the configuration  

red flashing:  Communication error to the CPU 
  -> Check proper position of the connections beetwen the individual modules 

Power supply module: 

green permanent*:  Supply voltage on, normal operation 
 
red flashing:  Communication error to the CPU 
  -> Check proper position of the connections beetwen the individual modules 

* alternative yellow, depending on version 

 

Installation dimensions (each module): 

H

BT  

H= 124mm, B = 22,5mm, T = 116mm 

Technical data: 

Power supply: 100..250VAC, about 12VA, 
alternative 24V DC/ AC, about 12VA 
Relay output: 230 V / max. 2 A 
Housing: for fastening to 35mm mounting rail 
Installation orientation: optional 
Type of protection: IP20 according to EN 60529 
Perm. ambient temperature: 0..60°C 
Nominal temperature: 20°C  
Relative humidity <= 75 % yearly average, 
(KWF to EN 60529) no condensation 
EMC: referring to EN 61326 

 

Connection diagram: (Example, valid for each delivered controller is the wiring diagram on its casing only) 

CPU- module optionally: 1 to 4 relay modules power supply

991tz86.. 991tz870 991tz85..
* * *

50 50 50 50 27  L+

51 K1 51 K1 51 K1 51 K1 28  L-

52 52 52 52 29

service 53 53 53 53 (100..250V-

interface 54 K2 54 K2 54 K2 54 K2 type: internal 
55 55 55 55 fuse T 0,5 A )

  * 56 56 56 56

57 K3 57 K3 57 K3 57 K3

interface 58 58 58 58

for digital 59 59 59 59

contr. signal 60 K4 60 K4 60 K4 60 K4

a9   I 61 61 61 61

a10  U YE * 62 62 62 62 35 (+) 0/24V

a0  (-) 63 K5 63 K5 63 K5 63 K5 36 (-) 

anal. input 64 64 64 64 sw itching

0..20mA/10V 64 64 64 64 output 1 *

( Protect relay outputs by external fuse 2A ! ) *= option
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